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YOUNG PRISONERS, OLD PROBLEM

The problem of youthful wrong-doers is nothing new. The question
of how to punish them while steering them towards a more sociable
way of life has confronted every society for centuries.

In 1929, young offenders were a problem. That year, 985 boys and
137 girls aged under 16 were before the courts. This was a vast
percentage; the entire population was only 802,900. In contrast, there
were 3,326 juveniles before the courts in 1997 when the population
was 6.6 million. The courts were tough in 1929. They sent 131 boys
to prison and ordered canings for another 433. Five girls went to jail.

In prison, the young mixed with hardened criminals. This was a
situation that caused London to raise its eyebrows; segregation of
punishment for young offenders had been policy in Britain since 1910.
There was also debated in Hong Kong about the proper way to deal
with teenagers, and yet another committee was set up in 1930 to look
at juvenile treatment. Its 1932 report on industrial and reform schools
closely followed the British regulations dealing with offenders aged
between seven and 16.

triad influence remains a constant curse. Results give solid reasons to back the

system; more than 60 percent of young people released from Training Centres do

not offend for three years. By international standards, this is outstanding.

On Lantau, the Sha Tsui Detention Centre deals with rowdy boys and potential young

criminals. The double-time camp gives them something to think about; what is the

alternative to a life of crime? Statistics show a period at Sha Tsui leaves a lasting

impression; during the year-long supervisory period after release, 95 percent of the

boys keep out of trouble.

For girls between 14 and under 21 serving six months to three years under the

Training Centres Ordinance, good behaviour was a passport to early release. At the

monthly Board of Review, the performance of every

Training Centres inmate was reviewed. For the girls,

promotion from entry status to winning a red badge for

progress, or a green badge, which meant ready for

release, was an incentive to study diligently and work

conscientiously. Attitude and behaviour remained major

criteria before early release was granted. Even then,

girls remained under supervision for three years, with

after-care officers monitoring their lives, work and

habits.
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Inmates strengthen the beachfront embankment at
staff quarters at Sha Tsui in 1976.
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